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Building Vocabulary: Grade 7: Kit eBookGrade 7Teacher Created Materials
Weekly Practice: Language Arts for grade 5 provides daily practice for key concepts such as spelling, root words, affixes, figurative language, parts of speech, main idea, and more. Complete with flash cards
and activities, this series supports classroom success by offering extra practice at home. Improve students’ comprehension skills in the classroom while also providing a way to continue the learning process
at home. Weekly Practice: Language Arts for grade 5 allows you to reinforce language arts topics at school and at home by offering 40 weeks of standards-based activities and skill review. The unique layout
and engaging exercises keep students interested as they build concept knowledge and essential skills. Reproducible at-home activities and flash cards are also included to encourage the home-to-school
connection that’s essential for student success. Weekly Practice is the perfect time-saving resource for creating standards-aligned homework packets and keeping students’ skills sharp all year long. The
Weekly Practice series for kindergarten to grade 5 provides 40 weeks of comprehensive skill review. Each 192-page supplemental workbook focuses on critical skills and concepts that meet the standards for
language arts or math. Designed to help students achieve subject mastery, each book includes four days of practice activities, weekly off-the-page activities, Common Core State Standards alignment matrix,
flash cards, and an answer key. Weekly Practice offers an effortless way to integrate language arts or math practice into daily classroom instruction.
Discover what matter is and what it isn't. Our resource breaks down the physical and chemical properties of matter to make it more accessible to students. Start off by identifying matter as atoms, particles
and molecules. Then, explore the three states of matter: solid, liquid and gas. Determine whether something is transparent, opaque or translucent. List three physical changes and three chemical changes
that could happen in the kitchen. Conduct an experiment to see chemical change in action. Describe the steps necessary when separating a mixture. Experiment with photosynthesis, an important chemical
change. Aligned to the Next Generation Science Standards and written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional hands-on experiments, crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and
answer key are also included.
The new SCIENCE WORKBOOK entitled: "SCIENCE AROUND THE KITCHEN TABLE" was written by a Science Teacher with many years of science teaching experience and a Masters higher degree in
Science Education. The WORKBOOK is written for the following groups of pupils: * YEAR 7 and YEAR 8 as a Homework / After school Workbook * Low level S.E.N. Year 9 pupils * It could also be used
effectively for a SCIENCE CLUB ADVANTAGES: There are activities and experiments which use the minimum amount of equipment. There is a Teacher's Guide and short notes on theory included in each
chapter. FURTHER COPIES: These can be purchased from http: //www.lulu.com
Should the act of creation by God be taken, i.e., can it be considered, in a light other than that of religion? Indeed, is it even possible to view it in terms of facts and knowledge, rather than one of faith?
Virtually all organized religions assume the existence of God as the creator of the universe and all things in it. This belief has always taken the form of faith (and reason), i.e., it is an act of faith and not
necessarily one of knowledge, which is in effect an assumption of belief, rather than one based on scientific fact, and unless this belief is brought into the realm of science, we can never be certain, beyond
any doubt that God does indeed exist. This author explains how scientific principles can enter into the explanation of God's existence and how the Act of Creation itself comes out of the hiddenness of God's
root source of energy and into the open realm of 3-dimensionality.
Find out why water is essential for life on Earth with our Water Conservation 3-book BUNDLE. Start by examining the water we drink with Fresh Water Resources. Build a greenhouse to see firsthand how
climate change can affect fresh water. Describe how the water supply in a village could become unfit for drinking in a scenario. Next, see how climate change affects the oceans we fish with Ocean Water
Resources. See how the water cycle explains why most of Earth's salt water is found in the oceans. Make your own salt water to represent Earth's oceans and experience what it would be like to visit them.
Finally, visit the lakes and streams we enjoy with Waterway Habitat Resources. Become an ecologist and list factors in an aquatic ecosystem as biotic or abiotic. Find out why some aquatic organisms have a
hard time adapting to climate change. Each concept is paired with hands-on activities. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional graphic organizers, crossword, word search,
comprehension quiz and answer key are also included.
Students will become aware of aquatic ecosystems facing severe change around the globe. Our resource focuses on recognizing how climate change and human activities are affecting their delicate
balances. Become an ecologist and list factors in an aquatic ecosystem as biotic or abiotic. Visit an aquatic ecosystem near your home and learn as much as you can through careful observations. Find out
why some aquatic organisms have a hard time adapting to climate change. Explore the effects of human activity on aquatic ecosystems. Spend some time at your local aquarium to be a part of the aquatic
ecosystem. Get a sense of what's to come as you look at the rate of extinction of marine species. Find out what we can do to restore aquatic dead zones. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives,
additional hands-on activities, graphic organizers, crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included.
**This is the chapter slice "How the Amount of Salt Water Could Change Gr. 5-8" from the full lesson plan "Conservation: Ocean Water Resources"** The oceans contain 97% of the Earth's water, cover 71%
of its surface, and hold 50-80% of all life on the planet. Our resource explores the importance of conserving this vast area. Design a board game that illustrates the effects of climate change on Earth's
oceans. See how the water cycle explains why most of Earth's salt water is found in the oceans. Find out how climate change will affect ocean currents, resulting in a dramatic change to the farming and
fishing industries. Explain how an increase in human population can cause some salt lakes to shrink. Conduct a case study on a container ship that lost several containers in a storm in the north Pacific
Ocean. Make your own salt water to represent Earth's oceans and experience what it would be like to visit them. Get tips on what we can do to help protect ocean water. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and
STEAM initiatives, additional hands-on activities, graphic organizers, crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included.

"With a solid foundation of basic science knowledge and a basic understanding of concepts and vocabulary, students will be prepared for higher-order thinking and inquiry-based
activities"--Back cover.
Bring climate change to the classroom by teaching students about their school's carbon footprint. Our resource helps students determine their school's carbon footprint and what they can do to
make it smaller. Identify fossil fuels used at school and how they make your life more convenient. Brainstorm ways to reduce energy used in your school. Recognize the benefits of adding idlefree zones to your school. Explore events in the history of a slice of bread that caused the emission of greenhouse gases. Calculate the amount of carbon dioxide trees would remove from the
atmosphere if they were planted around the perimeter of your school. Complete a project that will lead to a reduced school footprint. Find out how carbon offsets help reduce a school's carbon
footprint. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional graphic organizers, carbon footprint calculator, crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also
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included.
Engage scientists in grades 4–6 and prepare them for standardized tests using Just the Facts: Life Science. This 128-page book covers concepts including cells, classifications, simple life
forms, the plant kingdom, the animal kingdom, and the human body. Also includes adaptations ecosystems and biomes, and humans and the environment. It includes activities that build
science vocabulary and understanding, such as crosswords, word searches, graphing, creative writing, vocabulary puzzles, and analysis. An answer key and a standards matrix are also
included. This book supports National Science Education Standards and aligns with state, national, and Canadian provincial standards.
This revised edition offers 200 puzzles for home or school! Learn science terms, build a solid science foundation, and exercise your higher-level thinking skills with these fun-to-do, and often
challenging, science puzzles. This book covers life science, earth science, physical science and the human body. Answers are provided.
**This is the chapter slice "We Recycle Cans, Trees Recycle Carbon Gr. 5-8" from the full lesson plan "Reducing Your School's Carbon Footprint"** Bring climate change to the classroom by
teaching students about their school's carbon footprint. Our resource helps students determine their school's carbon footprint and what they can do to make it smaller. Identify fossil fuels used
at school and how they make your life more convenient. Brainstorm ways to reduce energy used in your school. Recognize the benefits of adding idle-free zones to your school. Explore
events in the history of a slice of bread that caused the emission of greenhouse gases. Calculate the amount of carbon dioxide trees would remove from the atmosphere if they were planted
around the perimeter of your school. Complete a project that will lead to a reduced school footprint. Find out how carbon offsets help reduce a school's carbon footprint. Written to Bloom's
Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional graphic organizers, carbon footprint calculator, crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included.
**This is the chapter slice "Greenhouse Gases: Methane" from the full lesson plan "Climate Change: Causes"** Provide students with insight into the science of our atmosphere and the effects
of humanity's actions on the Earth System. Our resource gives a scientific perspective on climate change that will help students separate fact from fiction. Investigate the different layers of the
atmosphere. Conduct an experiment to see just how an object's color affects how much radiation it absorbs. Find out what effect rising temperatures have on Earth's oceans. Create your own
model of the carbon cycle. Explain how the residence time of methane in the atmosphere could help people fight climate change. Learn what effects ozone has on human health. See firsthand
how nitrogen-fixing bacteria can replace nitrogen fertilizers. Figure out why synthetic gases were banned, and how long their effects will stay in the atmosphere. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy
and STEAM initiatives, additional hands-on activities, crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included.
**This is the chapter slice "Where Is Earth’s Salt Water? Gr. 5-8" from the full lesson plan "Conservation: Ocean Water Resources"** The oceans contain 97% of the Earth's water, cover 71%
of its surface, and hold 50-80% of all life on the planet. Our resource explores the importance of conserving this vast area. Design a board game that illustrates the effects of climate change on
Earth's oceans. See how the water cycle explains why most of Earth's salt water is found in the oceans. Find out how climate change will affect ocean currents, resulting in a dramatic change
to the farming and fishing industries. Explain how an increase in human population can cause some salt lakes to shrink. Conduct a case study on a container ship that lost several containers
in a storm in the north Pacific Ocean. Make your own salt water to represent Earth's oceans and experience what it would be like to visit them. Get tips on what we can do to help protect
ocean water. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional hands-on activities, graphic organizers, crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also
included.
The oceans contain 97% of the Earth's water, cover 71% of its surface, and hold 50-80% of all life on the planet. Our resource explores the importance of conserving this vast area. Design a
board game that illustrates the effects of climate change on Earth's oceans. See how the water cycle explains why most of Earth's salt water is found in the oceans. Find out how climate
change will affect ocean currents, resulting in a dramatic change to the farming and fishing industries. Explain how an increase in human population can cause some salt lakes to shrink.
Conduct a case study on a container ship that lost several containers in a storm in the north Pacific Ocean. Make your own salt water to represent Earth's oceans and experience what it would
be like to visit them. Get tips on what we can do to help protect ocean water. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional hands-on activities, graphic organizers,
crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included.

The Teacher's Guide includes lesson plans with detailed notes about words from each root, overhead transparencies for introductory activities, standards-based connections, and
differentiation strategies. A resource CD is also included with 50 bonus activities to support a variety of learning styles.
Weekly Practice: Language Arts for grade 5 provides daily practice for key concepts such as spelling, root words, affixes, figurative language, parts of speech, main idea, and
more. Complete with flash cards and activities, this series supports classroom success by offering extra practice at home. --Improve studentsÕ comprehension skills in the
classroom while also providing a way to continue the learning process at home. Weekly Practice: Language Arts for grade 5 allows you to reinforce language arts topics at school
and at home by offering 40 weeks of standards-based activities and skill review. The unique layout and engaging exercises keep students interested as they build concept
knowledge and essential skills. Reproducible at-home activities and flash cards are also included to encourage the home-to-school connection thatÕs essential for student
success. --Weekly Practice is the perfect time-saving resource for creating standards-aligned homework packets and keeping studentsÕ skills sharp all year long. The Weekly
Practice series for kindergarten to grade 5 provides 40 weeks of comprehensive skill review. Each 192-page supplemental workbook focuses on critical skills and concepts that
meet the standards for language arts or math. Designed to help students achieve subject mastery, each book includes four days of practice activities, weekly off-the-page
activities, Common Core State Standards alignment matrix, flash cards, and an answer key. Weekly Practice offers an effortless way to integrate language arts or math practice
into daily classroom instruction.
Use these paired texts to test your students' understanding of level 5 science! Students will also be assessed on their ability to evaluate and draw reasonable conclusions about
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the text.
Connect students in grades 3–5 with science using Science Vocabulary Building. This 80-page book reinforces commonly used science words, builds science vocabulary, and
increases students' readability levels. This comprehensive classroom supplement includes alphabetized word lists that provide pronunciations, syllabications, definitions, and
context sentences for high-utility science words. Activities allow for differentiated instruction and can be used as warm-ups, homework assignments, and extra practice. The book
supports National Science Education Standards.
The activities in this book reinforce basic concepts in the study of ecology, including the water cycle, dependence on energy from the Sun, photosynthesis, food chains and webs,
and biomes. General background information, suggested activities, questions for discussion, and answers are included. Encourage students to keep completed pages in a folder
or notebook for further reference and review.
**This is the chapter slice "Your Slice Of The Shared Footprint Gr. 5-8" from the full lesson plan "Reducing Your Own Carbon Footprint"** Engage students in global climate
change by personalizing their own carbon footprint. Our resource introduces students to the effects of global climate change and its human-related causes. Start with a detailed
look at the greenhouse effect. Identify all the ways a kitchen uses energy. Break down the steps involved with farm to table and how each step adds to the carbon footprint.
Calculate your travel footprint and learn ways to help reduce it. Understand that your carbon footprint doesn't lessen after throwing things out. Look at the bigger picture and
calculate how your own carbon footprint fits with the community. Help reduce the carbon footprint by brainstorming ways to make environmentally-friendly rules part of the social
contract. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional graphic organizers, carbon footprint calculator, crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and
answer key are also included.
**This is the chapter slice "How Changes in Salt Water Could Change Our Lives Gr. 5-8" from the full lesson plan "Conservation: Ocean Water Resources"** The oceans contain
97% of the Earth's water, cover 71% of its surface, and hold 50-80% of all life on the planet. Our resource explores the importance of conserving this vast area. Design a board
game that illustrates the effects of climate change on Earth's oceans. See how the water cycle explains why most of Earth's salt water is found in the oceans. Find out how
climate change will affect ocean currents, resulting in a dramatic change to the farming and fishing industries. Explain how an increase in human population can cause some salt
lakes to shrink. Conduct a case study on a container ship that lost several containers in a storm in the north Pacific Ocean. Make your own salt water to represent Earth's oceans
and experience what it would be like to visit them. Get tips on what we can do to help protect ocean water. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional handson activities, graphic organizers, crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included.
Engage students in global climate change by personalizing their own carbon footprint. Our resource introduces students to the effects of global climate change and its humanrelated causes. Start with a detailed look at the greenhouse effect. Identify all the ways a kitchen uses energy. Break down the steps involved with farm to table and how each
step adds to the carbon footprint. Calculate your travel footprint and learn ways to help reduce it. Understand that your carbon footprint doesn't lessen after throwing things out.
Look at the bigger picture and calculate how your own carbon footprint fits with the community. Help reduce the carbon footprint by brainstorming ways to make environmentallyfriendly rules part of the social contract. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional graphic organizers, carbon footprint calculator, crossword, word search,
comprehension quiz and answer key are also included.
**This is the chapter slice "Greenhouse Gases: Water Vapor" from the full lesson plan "Climate Change: Causes"** Provide students with insight into the science of our atmosphere and the effects of
humanity's actions on the Earth System. Our resource gives a scientific perspective on climate change that will help students separate fact from fiction. Investigate the different layers of the atmosphere.
Conduct an experiment to see just how an object's color affects how much radiation it absorbs. Find out what effect rising temperatures have on Earth's oceans. Create your own model of the carbon cycle.
Explain how the residence time of methane in the atmosphere could help people fight climate change. Learn what effects ozone has on human health. See firsthand how nitrogen-fixing bacteria can replace
nitrogen fertilizers. Figure out why synthetic gases were banned, and how long their effects will stay in the atmosphere. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional hands-on activities,
crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included.
**This is the chapter slice "Greenhouse Gases: Ozone" from the full lesson plan "Climate Change: Causes"** Provide students with insight into the science of our atmosphere and the effects of humanity's
actions on the Earth System. Our resource gives a scientific perspective on climate change that will help students separate fact from fiction. Investigate the different layers of the atmosphere. Conduct an
experiment to see just how an object's color affects how much radiation it absorbs. Find out what effect rising temperatures have on Earth's oceans. Create your own model of the carbon cycle. Explain how
the residence time of methane in the atmosphere could help people fight climate change. Learn what effects ozone has on human health. See firsthand how nitrogen-fixing bacteria can replace nitrogen
fertilizers. Figure out why synthetic gases were banned, and how long their effects will stay in the atmosphere. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional hands-on activities, crossword,
word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included.
This series is focused on delivering custom materials which are designed and presented to meet the needs of enthusiastic and committed students. The resources cover Levels 5-8/EP, and are written for an
average reading ability level, but with full and proper use of scientific terminology throughout. The series is written to follow the QCA Scheme of Work, and contains three books that cover combined science
materials in Years 7, 8 and 9. The materials demonstrate coverage of ideas and evidence, key skills and ICT, providing bridging material to Key Stage 4. They can be used as a complementary resource for
higher ability students in mixed sets or as a stand-alone course in streamed sets.
With more than 110 easy-to-use, reproducible worksheets, this series is ideal for enrichment or for use as reinforcement. The instant activities in these books are perfect for use at school or as homework.
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They feature basic core subject areas including language arts, math, science, and social studies.
**This is the chapter slice "What Is Salt Water? Gr. 5-8" from the full lesson plan "Conservation: Ocean Water Resources"** The oceans contain 97% of the Earth's water, cover 71% of its surface, and hold
50-80% of all life on the planet. Our resource explores the importance of conserving this vast area. Design a board game that illustrates the effects of climate change on Earth's oceans. See how the water
cycle explains why most of Earth's salt water is found in the oceans. Find out how climate change will affect ocean currents, resulting in a dramatic change to the farming and fishing industries. Explain how an
increase in human population can cause some salt lakes to shrink. Conduct a case study on a container ship that lost several containers in a storm in the north Pacific Ocean. Make your own salt water to
represent Earth's oceans and experience what it would be like to visit them. Get tips on what we can do to help protect ocean water. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional hands-on
activities, graphic organizers, crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included.
Photosynthesis is a process on which virtually all life on Earth depends. To answer the basic questions at all levels of complexity, from molecules to ecosystems, and to establish correlations and interactions
between these levels, photosynthesis research - perhaps more than any other discipline in biology - requires a multidisciplinary approach. Congresses probably provide the only forums where progress
throughout the whole field can be overviewed. The Congress proceedings give faithful pictures of recent advances in photosynthesis research and outline trends and perspectives in all areas, ranging from
molecular events to aspects of photosynthesis on the global scale. The Proceedings Book, a set of 4 (or 5) volumes, is traditionally highly recognized and intensely quoted in the literature, and is found on the
shelves of most senior scientists in the field and in all major libraries.
Find out what Siri's got up her sleeve with this fun and friendly guide! Who couldn't use a little extra help these days? Answers, information, reminders, and all sorts of additional help are only a verbal query
away with Siri, the artificial intelligence personal assistant. Siri made her debut with the iPhone 4 and is now updated for iOS 6 as well as the third-generation iPad and she is ready to assist! This easy-tounderstand guide walks you through the vast array of capabilities that Siri boasts, from creating texts and e-mails from dictation to getting directions to finding a restaurant in the area. You'll discover how to
check the weather, get sports scores and schedules, look up a movie review, get Facebook and Twitter updates, make dinner reservations, and much more. Explains how to finesse the perfectly worded
questions for Siri in order to get the most helpful and accurate answers Details how to have Siri make phone calls for you, look up information in a dictionary or on the web, or get music Walks you through
using Siri to get stock quotes or enter numbers into a calculator and get an answer Shows you how to use Siri to set reminders and alarms, take notes, get turn-by-turn driving directions, and more Just like
Siri, the straightforward-but-fun Siri For Dummies is here to help you!
Study biotic and abiotic Ecosystems presented in a way that makes it more accessible to students and easier to understand. Discover the difference between Producers, Consumers and Decomposers. Look
at evolving populations, change in Ecosystems, Food Chains and Webs. Understand what and why we classify what is Photosynthesis and how the water cycle interacts with man to microorganisms. An
ecosystem is a group of things that work and live together in an environment. Our resource provides ready-to-use information and activities for remedial students using simplified language and vocabulary.
Ready to use reading passages, student activities and color mini posters, our resource is effective for test prep, whole-class, small group and independent work. All of our content is aligned to your State
Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEM initiatives.

**This is the chapter slice "Changes in Saltwater Aquatic Ecosystems Caused By Human Activity Gr. 5-8" from the full lesson plan "Conservation: Waterway Habitat Resources"**
Students will become aware of aquatic ecosystems facing severe change around the globe. Our resource focuses on recognizing how climate change and human activities are
affecting their delicate balances. Become an ecologist and list factors in an aquatic ecosystem as biotic or abiotic. Visit an aquatic ecosystem near your home and learn as much
as you can through careful observations. Find out why some aquatic organisms have a hard time adapting to climate change. Explore the effects of human activity on aquatic
ecosystems. Spend some time at your local aquarium to be a part of the aquatic ecosystem. Get a sense of what's to come as you look at the rate of extinction of marine species.
Find out what we can do to restore aquatic dead zones. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional hands-on activities, graphic organizers, crossword, word
search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included.
**This is the chapter slice "Predictions for Aquatic Ecosystems Gr. 5-8" from the full lesson plan "Conservation: Waterway Habitat Resources"** Students will become aware of
aquatic ecosystems facing severe change around the globe. Our resource focuses on recognizing how climate change and human activities are affecting their delicate balances.
Become an ecologist and list factors in an aquatic ecosystem as biotic or abiotic. Visit an aquatic ecosystem near your home and learn as much as you can through careful
observations. Find out why some aquatic organisms have a hard time adapting to climate change. Explore the effects of human activity on aquatic ecosystems. Spend some time
at your local aquarium to be a part of the aquatic ecosystem. Get a sense of what's to come as you look at the rate of extinction of marine species. Find out what we can do to
restore aquatic dead zones. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional hands-on activities, graphic organizers, crossword, word search, comprehension quiz
and answer key are also included.
**This is the chapter slice "How Climate Change Can Affect Aquatic Ecosystems Gr. 5-8" from the full lesson plan "Conservation: Waterway Habitat Resources"** Students will
become aware of aquatic ecosystems facing severe change around the globe. Our resource focuses on recognizing how climate change and human activities are affecting their
delicate balances. Become an ecologist and list factors in an aquatic ecosystem as biotic or abiotic. Visit an aquatic ecosystem near your home and learn as much as you can
through careful observations. Find out why some aquatic organisms have a hard time adapting to climate change. Explore the effects of human activity on aquatic ecosystems.
Spend some time at your local aquarium to be a part of the aquatic ecosystem. Get a sense of what's to come as you look at the rate of extinction of marine species. Find out
what we can do to restore aquatic dead zones. Written to Bloom's Taxonomy and STEAM initiatives, additional hands-on activities, graphic organizers, crossword, word search,
comprehension quiz and answer key are also included.
"This program helps students unlock the meaning of over 60% of the words they encounter in the classroom and beyond with a systematic approach to teaching vocabulary using
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Greek and Latin prefixes, bases, and suffixes. Students are introduced to one new root per lesson with daily activities to ensure that they learn the root and the many English
words it generates. The teacher's guide includes lesson plans with detailed notes about words from each root, overhead transparencies for introductory activities, standardsbased connections, and differentiation strategies."--Publisher website.
Prepare fifth grade students for college and career readiness with this content-packed resource. Authored by Lori Oczkus and Timothy Rasinski, this resource includes 12 units
across the four content areas of language arts, science, social studies, and mathematics. Each unit incorporates close reading, paired fiction and nonfiction text passages, textdependent questions, comparing and contrasting text, and hands-on activities to unify each week's worth of lessons. Differentiation and reciprocal teaching strategies and
assessment options are also included within each unit to tailor to multiple intelligences and monitor students' progress.
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